The Products you want from a Company you Trust

A heavy duty handle that's easy to read and
					
easy to use...Balcrank's Pro Series Electronic Display
Balcrank has combined oval gear technology (the
industry's standard for accuracy) with the reliability
of a one-piece rugged metal body.
The durable Professional Series handle

• Heavy duty, one-piece metal construction
• Oval gear meter technology - accuracy
for high volume and hard working shops
• Large, easy to read LCD display
• Two outlet positions - inline or pistol grip
• Free-moving, ball bearing swivel won't 		
stiffen under pressure
• Trigger guard included to prevent 		
accidental dispensing

Fluid Dispensing Systems
for the Industrial, Commercial & Automotive Industry

Pro-Series Convertible
Electronic Display Control Handle
The Professional Series handle uses industry standard oval gear technology combined with a simple to read,
large LCD display. It features a six digit totalizer and four digit resettable totalizer to keep track of dispensed
amounts. A third totalizer tracks daily or weekly usage. AA batteries are easily replaced with no loss of
memory by the handle. Extensions for the pro series electronic display, include rigid, flex, flex 90, and straight
with Balcrank's new automatic tip. With heavy duty one-piece metal construction, this meter is specifically
designed for high volume shops and rugged environments.
Dual positioned nozzle assembly - can
be used as in-line or pistol style.

Oval gear technology - the industry
standard for accuracy.

Six digit totalizer and four digit
resettable totalizer - keeps track of
dispensed amounts.

Large LCD display - Measures
in pints, quarts, gallons, or liters.

Colored shrouds available - easily
identify fluid types.

One-piece metal construction - no
plastic to crack, stands up to the
toughest shops.

Trigger guard standard - prevents
accidental dispense.
Ball-bearing swivel - won't stiffen
under pressure.

Inlet screen - keeps meter free
of debris.

Oval Gear Technology
The heart of the Pro Serie's accuracy is the oval
gear technology. This is the exact same measuring system used in the most expensive electronic meters. The oval
gear arrangement gives this
meter class leading precision
of + 0.5%. That means a 4
quart fill will be accurate to
within about half an ounce.
That is the kind of precision
that will keep your shrinkage to
a minimum.

Ordering
Purchasing your new electronic handle is easy.
Order the basic meter. Then choose the extension
that best fits your needs.
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